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The Echo: We only tell you lies because you couldn’t handle the truth.

Mac seeks new man-chum
Claretians have been scrambling to
impress club legend John McDermott
as he seeks appointments for two key
positions in his empire. This move follows the dramatic departure of Gary
Wynne as Mac’s constant “Plus One”
in recent weeks and the resignation of
Mike Shea last year as family au pair.

Mac of his credibility as a “man-chum”
Matt Healy has posted this picture on
Facebook of him surrounded by children as he bids for the MacNanny role.

McDermott advertised the roles recently and interest has been high. At
present it seems that Sean McCarthy is
being given a trial in Wynne’s former
role as Mac’s special “man-friend”.
Stand by me: Sean Mc man-chumming

Meanwhile, having failed to convince

Three-in-a-bed shock
Charity do-gooder Paddy
Donaghy was left
stunned last week when
he returned from yet
another marathon charity
fundraising effort only to
find that he had been
kicked out of the marital
bed by wife Nicola and

Nanny McHealy: Matt’s keen on kid role.

Geri’s gone Dutch

replaced by two younger, Claretians were stunned last
far more handsome and week to learn that injured player
charming models.
Ger O’Sullivan has decided to
Sources close to the fam- leave London and take up perily say the only surprise is manent residence in Amsterthat it took Nicola so dam’s red-light district.
long to make the deciThe Corkman, has been comsion.
muting between the two cities
in recent months as he mastered
the ropes in his new career, but
has finally decided to make the
move full-time.

No room at the inn for the charity king

Ger has spent the past six
months learning the tricks of
the oldest trade in the world
and Geri can now accepts callers
any day between 8am and 8pm
at his booth in Old Amsterdam.

Geri in the shop window

